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stone and only its edge is visible, while the other was
concealed under small fragments and is now com-
pletely exposed. It is about seven feet in diameter,
about sixteen inches In thickness, and has a square
hole in its center* It is made of the same stone as
the ruins themselves and its surfaces show the same
type of tool marks and the same character of work-
manship. Had I seen such an object in any other
locality I should have passed it by as a Spanish mill-
wheel or arastra. But, as far as is known, there never
was an arastra at Tiahuanaco, and there never was
any reason for one. Moreover, the summit of the
Tunca-Puncu hill with its ruins is the last place in
the world where such a mill would be erected, while
the fact that the stone wheels were buried under the
ruins would indicate that they were there before the
stones fell apart, and hence long before the arrival
of the Spaniards.
Hitherto it has always been claimed that no
American race ever discovered the wheel, and one of
the greatest archeological puzzles has been how the
prehistoric Americans accomplished many of their
feats without it. Such a feat, for example, as the
transportation of the innumerable gigantic blocks of
stone at Tiahuanaco for distances of many miles.
But if the stone disks at the Place of Ten Doors
are actually prehistoric wheels, the problem would be
greatly simplified. With a wooden rotating axle
fitted to such wheels, slabs or blocks of stone could
be slung from the axle by means of ropes and could
readily be trundled across the plains and deserts,
for the sixteen-incb tread of the wheels would pre-
vent them from sinking into the earth or sand. With

